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From the 
mostdaring 
textures to 

everyday needs.

Discover textures of a great chromatic 
richness that increase the possibilities 

of the most cutting-edge projects. 
Helena, Khalo and Laurent form an ideal 

combination for the creation of luxury 
spaces where design takes centre stage.

Aeris, Eter and Rem are more traditional 
colours that adapt to all types of projects. 

Boasting monochrome tradition with 
subtle veining and details that combine 

versatility with undeniable style.

 



Laurent

Helena

N E W

LAURENT

HELENA

Inspired by the natural Port Laurent stone, we’ve
crafted a unique colour that stands out due to
its complex beauty. Its texture brings into play
shades and tones that enhance one another
by contrast. The gold grain predominates the
surface and lends warmth to a cold background
of dark tones, ideal for the most luxury spaces.

Helena is a colour that offers great richness with
the perfect balance of grey and white tones
and delicate distress. In this way, the depth of
onyx – the natural stone that inspired this piece
– can shine through. The ideal colour for luxury
spaces, its design is appreciated by designers and
architects alike thanks to its beauty and lustre.



  
 

  

  

The thinnest X-Gloss surface.The 
widest possibilities.

Dekton X-Gloss is the most 
ultra-thin surface on the market. 
Simply revolutionary.

NEW

X-Gloss 
Finish
Introducing Dekton X-Gloss Slim: A large format surface 
with an ultra-thin 4-mm thickness that offers unlimited 
design options.

Its lightness and reduced thickness make it the most 
durable, high-performance surface for bathroom and 
kitchen cladding, as well as for all types of furniture 
(doors, drawers, etc.)

Mirror  
Effect

Cosentino’s vast experience and expertise 
in treating and polishing natural stone over 
generations has enabled us to create a 
completely smooth surface with an almost 
entirely clear reflection.

Damp-proof 
Surface

It is highly resistant to stubborn stains, 
thanks to our X-Gloss nanotechnology 
that is unique to the market, and also 
boasts water-repellent properties.

Dekton Slim with our X-Gloss finish is the 
thinnest and most lightweight polished 
material available on the market. It boasts 
highly technical features making it very 
resistant, yet also lightweight, very easy to 
handle and install, and perfect for both inside 
and outside spaces.

Dekton 
X-Gloss

Slim Thickness Huge Format & Performance



Korso - STONIKA



Dekton® uses in its manufacturing the exclusive 
TSP technology, able to sinter mineral particles 
making them bond with each other, change and 
compact their internal structure. A unique and 
innovative technological process that represents an 
accelerated version of the metamorphic changes 
that natural stone undergoes when exposed for 
millennia to high pressure and high temperature.

Dekton® emulates in a few hours what 
takes nature thousands of years, through 
an exclusive technological process.

The electron microscopy allows the reduced 
porosity of the material, due to the sintering process 
and exclusive ultra-compaction of Dekton®. It’s 
virtual zero porosity and the non-existence of the 
microflaws that cause tension and weaknesses 
set Dekton apart from other materials.

Dekton® is a sophisticated mixture of 
more than 20 minerals extracted from 
nature. Its production process is the 
result of years of learning and inspiration 
to make glass, latest-generation 
porcelain tiles and quartz surfaces.

What is Dekton®?

Korso - STONIKA Collection



Large Format

Thanks to the size (up to 3200x1440mm)* 
and the lightness of Dekton® (from 4 mm 
thick), the design possibilities for your 
kitchen, bathroom, façade, walls or high 
transit floors are growing exponentially.

Slab Format
up to 3200x1440mm

Available thicknesses
4, 8, 12, 20 and 30 mm

It resists everything

Extremely resistant to scratching, 
virtually zero porosity and highly resistant 
to aggressive chemical products 
used in kitchens and bathrooms.

Relentless in heat

Extreme resistance to high temperatures, 
cookware fresh off the hotplate and UV rays. 

Unlimited inspiration

Design your modern kitchen with eye-
catching colours and unique textures. Large 
format for new compositional solutions.

A worktop to be enjoyed

Easy maintenance, no traces of fingerprints 
or marks and maximum durability. Your 
Dekton worktop is guaranteed for 25 years.

* 4mm thickness only suitable for cladding
* Check availability of 3cm thickness.

Dekton® features

Kreta - INDUSTRIAL Collection



Dekton® Advantages

Highly UV
Resistant

Scratch
Resistant

Resistant
to Stains

Maximum Resistance
to Fire and Heat

Resistant to
Abrasion

Resistance to 
Freezing
and Thawing

Superior Mechanical 
Resistance

Low Water
Absorption

Dimensional
Stability

Fireproof
Material

High Resistance
to Hydrolysis

Crystalline
Shine

Water
Repellent

Dekton® XGloss Advantages



A P P L I C A T I O N S

Kitchen worktops

Dekton® is a long-term product for those looking 
to turn their kitchen into a unique space. Firstly, 
because it allows you to have installation in one 
piece with fewer cuts and joints, no limits just the 
appeal of a completely uniform surface, which 
fits seamlessly into very different design styles.

Dekton® combines the qualities desired by the chef in all 
of us. It is a clean surface that is nice to touch and resistant 
to the daily grind that takes place in a kitchen over years 
of use. An ultra-sophisticated material for busy everyday 
life, capable of creating spaces that make the preparing of 
food, day after day, a pleasant experience that precedes 
the pleasure of sharing a meal with friends or family.

It represents beauty and solidity with easy, fuss-
free cleaning. The structural density of Dekton® is a 
breakthrough in engineering, but what really matters 
is that we do not have to worry about scratches, 
stains or traces of heat. A simple wipe with a cloth and 
presto, because the kitchen should be enjoyed with 
no restrictions, this is the Dekton® way of thinking.

Portum - NATURAL Collection

Sogne - STONIKA



Mooné - Solid Collection



TAGA-Stonika





Optimma

New optimized Dekton® format. 

The ultimate interior cladding solution.

The Dekton® slab has been optimized with its most
common applications in mind to create a new
format with improved cost, design, installation and
handling. Introducing our first Optimma family format
specifically for cladding: 

Optimma format 260 x 100 x 0.4 cm.

260x 100 cm
in 4 mm thickness

The slabs are created in 4mm thickness, which gives it a
lightness that allows easy handling, and in case of need,
it can be easily cut to adapt the product to all spaces.
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Optimma Format

Large format slab



Cost Efficiency

The sizes were optimized to
the most common coating
standards, this allows us to avoid
waste, which in turn reduces
price.

Design with Purpose

The board has been created
to take advantage of its total
height, which makes it much
easier to cut it for cladding.

Easy to Install

The product is smaller and
lighter, which makes it easier
to use transport and handling.
Cutting can be done with simple
tools. The edges are already
bevelled and the piece is always
meshed.

Design Match

The design has been conceived
to place the boards vertically to
create a continuous design.

$



A P P L I C A T I O N S

Minimum maintenance. 
Great beauty and resistance.

 
The bathroom is the space in the home, where hygiene and 
harmony need to express themselves in the best possible 
way. A peaceful environment devoted to personal care and 
hygiene - a space to relax and unwind free of any worries.

Dekton®, thanks to its low porosity, is completely 
waterproof against liquids. Water glides smoothly over 
the surface without ever penetrating. This, along with 
unchanging beauty, results in extremely easy cleaning.

Their textures and colours are an endless source of 
inspiration for the design of water-related areas, we’re 
talking about Dekton®, its possibilities are endless.

Bathroom wall coverings
and worktops

Natura 18 - X-GLOSS Natural

Trilium - INDUSTRIAL Collection



A P P L I C A T I O N S

Maximum resistance against humidity 
with the minimum number of joints

 
Dekton® Slim is the ultra resistant to moisture and stains 
ideal for bathrooms. A high performance product that 
requires no maintenance other than a simple wet cloth.

Its large format of up to 3200 x 1440 mm 
covers large surfaces avoiding the maximum 
number of joints and therefore, dirt.

Bathroom coating
Dekton Slim 4mm

Bergen - STONIKA

Arga - STONIKA



A P P L I C A T I O N S

Cook with the 
sky as a roof

 
Cooking is definitely a pleasurable experience and doing 
it outdoors, usually results in a small social event. Everyday 
celebrations that we can enjoy with company around a grill. 
Dekton®, due to its ultra-compact structure, is particularly 
suitable for installations for outdoor kitchens and barbecues..

Dekton® provides strength and style to these spaces, it gives 
them an undeniable personality and unlimited practicality. Stains, 
bumps, utensils at high temperature... Dekton® will resist the 
demanding use over time while maintaining its unchanging beauty

It is not affected by ice, sun, sleet, or wind either. When bad 
weather arrives, Dekton® simply needs an effortless, fuss-
free cleaning so that it can showcase its best again.

Outdoor
kitchen covering

Orix & Nilium - INDUSTRIAL Collection

Kelya - NATURAL Collection



A P P L I C A T I O N S

Turn the furniture of your home into 
surfaces of great beauty and strength 
with Dekton Slim 4mm

 
Dekton® Slim allows you to give furniture never 
seen before benefits: tables that resist everything, 
doors that do not scratch or stain ...
The design possibilities are unlimited thanks
to its custom cut and easy installation.

Check availability of Dekton® Slim colours. 
Dekton® Slim is not suitable for kitchen 
countertops cladding.

Furniture cover
Dekton Slim

Orix - INDUSTRIAL Collection



C O L O U R S

Uyuni_Chromica_m " Zenith_SOLID Collection_m " Halo_XGLOSS Solid_p " Mooné_SOLID Collection_m

NEW

Nayla_NATURAL Collection_o m " Vienna_XGLOSS Basiq_p Glacier_XGLOSS Natural_p Tundra 19_XGLOSS Natural_p

Aura 15_NATURAL Collection_o m " Rem_NATURAL Collection_n Natura 18_XGLOSS Stonika_p " Opera_NATURAL Collection_n " Olimpo_STONIKA_p Helena_STONIKA_p Kairos_NATURAL Collection_m Entzo_NATURAL Collection_m

Liquid Sky_LIQUID Collection_m Fiord_XGLOSS Natural_p Nilium_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m Bergen_STONIKA_p " Portum_NATURAL Collection_n Blanc Concrete_TECH Collection_l Makai_WILD Collection_o m Lunar_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m "

Aeri_NATURAL Collection_m Danae_NATURAL Collection_o m Edora_NATURAL Collection_l " Sasea_NATURAL Collection_m " Arga_STONIKA_p " Liquid Shell_LIQUID Collection_n Taga_STONIKA Collection_p Splendor _XGLOSS Solid_pAeri_NATURAL Collection_m

l  Ultra Texture   m  Ultra Mate   n  Velvet Texture   p  XGloss   e   Eco Dekton    Thickness 3cm   " Dekton Slim 4mm   o  Dekton Grip+ - The anti-slip solution



C O L O U R S

Uyuni_Chromica_m " Zenith_SOLID Collection_m " Halo_XGLOSS Solid_p " Mooné_SOLID Collection_m

NEW

Nayla_NATURAL Collection_o m " Vienna_XGLOSS Basiq_p Glacier_XGLOSS Natural_p Tundra 19_XGLOSS Natural_p

Aura 15_NATURAL Collection_o m " Rem_NATURAL Collection_n Natura 18_XGLOSS Stonika_p " Opera_NATURAL Collection_n " Olimpo_STONIKA_p Helena_STONIKA_p Kairos_NATURAL Collection_m Entzo_NATURAL Collection_m

Liquid Sky_LIQUID Collection_m Fiord_XGLOSS Natural_p Nilium_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m Bergen_STONIKA_p " Portum_NATURAL Collection_n Blanc Concrete_TECH Collection_l Makai_WILD Collection_o m Lunar_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m "

Aeri_NATURAL Collection_m Danae_NATURAL Collection_o m Edora_NATURAL Collection_l " Sasea_NATURAL Collection_m " Arga_STONIKA_p " Liquid Shell_LIQUID Collection_n Taga_STONIKA Collection_p Splendor _XGLOSS Solid_p



C O L O U R S

Keon_TECH Collection_o m Kovik_NATURAL Collection_m " Ventus_SOLID Collection_m Galema_SOLID Collection_m Korus_SOLID Collection_m Strato_TECH Collection_o m Sirocco_NATURAL Collection_o m " Lumina_XGLOSS Solid_p

Vegha_NATURAL Collection_m Khalo_STONIKA_p Kreta_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m " Soke_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m Blaze_XGLOSS Solid_p Vera_NATURAL Collection_o m Sogne_STONIKA_p Orix_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m

Kira_NATURAL Collection_o m Trilium_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o e m " Korso_STONIKA Collection_p Milar_INDUSTRIAL Collection_m Keranium_TECH Collection_m Radium_INDUSTRIAL Collection_e m Bromo_NATURAL Collection_l " Baltic*_Chromica_m "

l  Ultra Texture   m  Ultra Mate   n  Velvet Texture   p  XGloss   e   Eco Dekton    Thickness 3cm   " Dekton Slim 4mm   o  Dekton Grip+ - The anti-slip solution



C O L O U R S

Keon_TECH Collection_o m Kovik_NATURAL Collection_m " Ventus_SOLID Collection_m Galema_SOLID Collection_m Korus_SOLID Collection_m Strato_TECH Collection_o m Sirocco_NATURAL Collection_o m " Lumina_XGLOSS Solid_p

Vegha_NATURAL Collection_m Khalo_STONIKA_p Kreta_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m " Soke_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m Blaze_XGLOSS Solid_p Vera_NATURAL Collection_o m Sogne_STONIKA_p Orix_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m

Kira_NATURAL Collection_o m Trilium_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o e m " Korso_STONIKA Collection_p Milar_INDUSTRIAL Collection_m Keranium_TECH Collection_m Radium_INDUSTRIAL Collection_e m Bromo_NATURAL Collection_l " Baltic*_Chromica_m "

* Special orders. Check material availability.



C O L O U R S

Feroe*_Chromica Collection_m " Laos_INDUSTRIAL Collection_o m " Fossil_NATURAL Collection_m Eter_NATURAL Collection_m

Laurent_NATURAL Collection_l Kelya_NATURAL Collection_m " Embers_LIQUID Collection_m Sirius_SOLID Collection_l "

Domoos_SOLID Collection_m Spectra_XGLOSS Solid_p

l  Ultra Texture   m  Ultra Mate   n  Velvet Texture   p  XGloss   e   Eco Dekton    Thickness 3cm   " Dekton Slim 4mm   o  Dekton Grip+ - The anti-slip solution



Dekton® Warranty 

W
A R R A N T Y

25 Y
E
A
R

Dekton® is the only brand that offers a certified warranty. In writing. 
Only a global leader, due to the company’s position as the largest 
producer of quartz surfaces could once again draw ahead of the 
pack and offer a real 25-year warranty for Dekton®. 

Dekton® presents its 25-year warranty. A guarantee 
to give consumers more confidence. Once again 
Dekton® proceeds to innovate. The guarantee of the 
leader. We shall now indicate the steps to follow and the 
requisites for fulfilment of the Dekton® warranty.

Warranty terms and conditions:

25-year Warranty for Dekton® products installed 
by a workshop or stone mason:

1. For the warranty to take effect, the user 
must produce proof of purchase.

2. The warranty does not cover defects deriving from 
manufacturing or installing the product, as such 
operations are not performed by Cosentino.

Certificates

Greenguard

Certification that substantiates 
the low emissions of chemical 
compounds.

NSF

Certification that substantiates 
that the product is safe for the 
health in hygienic terms.

ETE

Dekton® by Cosentino has been 
assessed by the ITeC (Instituto 
de Tecnología de la Construcción 
de Cataluña) as a product for 
ventilated façades.

ISO 14001

Accredits the efficiency in the use 
of water systems and the control 
of environmental risks.

Dekton® is internationally certified to ensure 
maximum safety and protection.

* Get information on NSF-certified 
colours at www.nsf.org

* COMPANY WITH
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIED BY DNV GL

= ISO 9001 =
= ISO 14001 =



Neutralidad en carbono: 
Desarrollo sostenible

Grupo Cosentino entiende el desarrollo sostenible 
como un compromiso esencial en su estrategia 
de crecimiento, vinculada con el respeto y la 
protección del medio ambiente.

We address aspects related to the 
efficient use of natural resources, 
proper waste management, 
atmospheric emissions, discharges 
and other potential impacts in order 
to make sustainable use of natural 
resources and protect biodiversity 
and ecosystems. At Cosentino we 

are strongly committed to the 2030 
Agenda promoted by the United 
Nations and the Local Action Plan 
promoted by the Spanish Government.
As a demonstration of our 
commitment, we have managed 
to offset the 42,532 tonnes of CO2 
emissions resulting from one year of 

Dekton® production, thus obtaining 
the Zero Carbon Footprint label 
for the entire product life cycle in 
2019 for all Dekton® brand products 
In addition, the Sunlit Days series 
by Silestone® is the brand’s first 
collection to achieve this certification.



We calculate our  
carbon footprint

It is an external body that verifies the 
calculation and the results of the carbon 
footprint that are submitted to the Spanish 
Ministry for Ecological Transition and 
Demographic Challenge (MITECO, in 
Spanish), which is responsible for approving 
and registering our Footprint, becoming part 
of the ‘Spanish registry of carbon footprint, 
offsetting and carbon dioxide absorption 
projects’ of the Spanish Climate Change 
Office (OECC, in Spanish), whose results are 
made public as an exercise in transparency.

This calculation uses energy and/or 
fuel consumption data, as well as raw 
material consumption data collected 
from all Group subsidiaries (Centres, 
Workshops, Cities, HUBs, HQ, etc.) 
with a view to offset these emissions.

We reduce  
our impact

We are committed to energy efficiency,
emissions reduction and sustainable mobility
to minimise our impact.

• Energy efficiency: it is a priority 
objective for Cosentino to reduce 
energy consumption in the production 
process and in the general group 
activity, which is why we have managed 
to obtain 100% of the electricity we 
use from renewable sources.

• Emission reduction: 2.8 million euros 
have been invested in the implementation 
of an energy management and 
monitoring system for the heat systems, 
which allows heat from the Dekton® 
furnaces to be recovered and used in 
the dryers, thus reducing emissions.

Sustainable mobility: we have 
recently joined the ‘Plan Sumamos 
Salud + Economía’ under which we 
have a Mobility Policy that helped 
us to avoid 230 TCO2 in 2018.

We offset  
our emissions

To achieve carbon neutrality in 
Dekton®, at Cosentino we offset our 
emissions over the entire product life 
cycle (scopes 1+2+3) by investing in 
GHG emission reduction projects.

For this purpose, we identify those 
projects that meet the requirements 
for responsible offsetting and that, in 
turn, have a strong social dimension 
that contribute to the achievement 
of the Sustainable Development 
Goals of the UN’s 2030 Agenda.

The project selected to offset the 42,532 
tonnes of CO2 emissions, resulting from 
one year of Dekton® production, has a 
direct impact on sustainable development 
by supporting the local economy, 
providing training and job opportunities.





Ctra. Baza a Huércal-Overa, km 59. 04850 Cantoria, Almería (Spain)
+34 950 444 175  info@cosentino.com  www.cosentino.com

www.dekton.com  F DektonbyCosentino   T @Dekton

** Get information on NSF-certified colours at www.nsf.org

Look out inspiration and find resources at cosentino.com

** COMPANY WITH
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
CERTIFIED BY DNV GL

= ISO 9001 =
= ISO 14001 =

COSENTINO UK CENTRAL
Unit 10 Bartley Point / Osborn Way / Hook / Hampshire / RG27 9GX

Tel: +44 (0)1256 761229 Fax: +44 (0)1256 768138
HQ: info.uk@cosentino.com Warehouse: london@cosentino.com
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